
OpenLink for Link Maestro
Link Maestro, an ETL tool, seamlessly integrates many 
popular ERP and accounting systems with Budget 
Maestro, to fully automate the bi-directional exchange 
of financial information between the systems.  Link 
Maestro provides pre-built connectors for applications 
such as Sage, SYSPRO, and more. 
 
Extending this information exchange capability, 
OpenLink for Link Maestro provides easy, reliable, 
and secure integration between any ERP or 
accounting system  and  Budget Maestro. OpenLink 
Maestro provides a set of tools, specifications, and 
documentation that can be used by your IT department 
or ERP consultant to define the queries that are needed 
to extract the appropriate data to populate a set of 
standardized database tables utilizing SQL Server. Link 
Maestro is then able to view these tables as another 
ERP or GL source.  

Integration between Budget Maestro and your ERP 
or accounting system makes it quick and easy to start 
your budgeting process and conduct month-end 
variance reporting and analysis.

With OpenLink for Link Maestro you can transfer:
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Smart Integration™

Key Benefits:
 Requires minimal IT support

Saves hours of work duplicating information 
in different places

Eliminates data entry errors caused by manual data 
transfers

Enables comparison of actuals to budget without
cutting and pasting

Ensures complete data integrityChart of accounts (or multiple chart of accounts)

Organizational hierarchy

Trial balance data

Previous budgets and/or actuals

Import Trial Balance



Smart Integration™
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Bringing your data                 
into  Budget Maestro
To make sure you have the integration tool that is right 
for you, here is a list of popular ERP and accounting 
systems that Link Maestro seamlessly and automatically 
integrates with to bring your data into Budget Maestro: 

OpenLink for Link Maestro 
allows you to:

Import your chart of accounts and structures, 
ensuring all your accounts are accurately reflected 
in Budget Maestro

Import actual ending balances, and non-financial 
balances enabling you to jump start your budgeting 
process

Import historical and actuals for benchmarking

Quickly and easily import account balances for 
actual vs. budget comparison at any time

Eliminate the manual process to export accounts 
and trial balances to Excel for consolidation

Import your actuals to compare to plan, budget, 
forecast, or any scenario for variance analysis

Export multiple versions of your budget or forecast
from Budget Maestro into your ERP or accounting 
system

MS-Dynamics GP (Great Plains)

MS-Dynamics NAV (Navision)

MS-Dynamics SL (Solomon)

MS-Dynamics AX

Sage 100

Sage 300

Sage 500 ERP

SYSPRO

QuickBooks

Database schemas and documentation

SQL Server scripts to create OpenLink databases

Sample databases

Assistance from Centage support for the set-up and 
testing of OpenLink

If your solution is not listed here, then OpenLink 
for Link Maestro is the right integration tool for you.  
OpenLink includes: 


